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In the GAMMA 10/PDX tandem mirror device at the University of Tsukuba, divertor simulation experiments
were conducted for realizing detached plasma. A divertor simulation experimental module (D-module), in which
a V-shaped target is mounted, was installed in the west end-cell of GAMMA 10/PDX. The spatial distribution of
the heat flux was measured with calorimeters on the V-shaped target under target angle conditions of 30◦, 45◦ and
60◦. The spatial distribution depends on the structure of magnetic field in the end-cell. The heat flux depended
on the gas species and the amount of gas injection was also investigated. With increasing Ar gas pressure, the ion
flux decreased by approximately a factor of four, whereas the heat flux decreased by three fifths.
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1. Introduction
In toroidal fusion devices, the divertor is exposed to

high heat load of tens of MW at steady state conditions.
To reduce the heat flux on the divertor plate, it is neces-
sary to enhance radiation cooling by neutral gas and pro-
duce detached plasma in the divertor region [1–3]. Divertor
simulation experiments were conducted using the high heat
flux out of the end-mirror in the GAMMA 10/PDX tandem
mirror device at the University of Tsukuba [4–7]. To in-
vestigate interactions between end-loss plasma and diver-
tor materials, a V-shaped divertor target plate is mounted
in the newly designed divertor simulation experimental
module (D-module) installed at the exit of the west end-
mirror of GAMMA 10/PDX. The main purpose of this
study is to realize the detached plasma in the D-module.
The advantage of performing divertor simulation exper-
iments in GAMMA 10/PDX is that high-energy plasma
with ion temperatures of 100 - 400 eV can be generated us-
ing various plasma-heating devices [8,9]. The highest heat
flux (> 10 MW/m2) was obtained under strong magnetic
field (∼1 T) using high-power electron cyclotron heating
(ECH). Therefore, we performed experiments under the
plasma parameter region that is similar to the SOL plasma
of toroidal fusion device, such as ITER. In this study, the
spatial distribution of the heat flux was investigated with
and without neutral gas (H2, Ar) injection on the V-shaped
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target plate in the D-module. In sections 2 and 3, the
experimental set up of the GAMMA 10/PDX, D-module
and calorimeter is described. Experimental results are dis-
cussed in section 4 and the summary is presented in section
5.

2. GAMMA 10/PDX and D-Module
Figure 1 (a) shows the GAMMA 10/PDX, which con-

sists of a central-cell with a simple mirror configuration,
minimum-B anchor-cells and a plug/barrier-cell for po-
tential confinement. Plasma is mainly generated in the
central-cell. Plasma-heating systems are composed of
ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF), neutral beam
injection and ECH. In the central-cell, high-temperature
plasma (Ti ∼ 4 keV, ne ∼ 1018 m−3) can be generated
by applying ICRF. On the other hand, ECH can generate
high-temperature electrons (100 eV). The end-loss plasma,
which escapes from the central-cell, passes through the
anchor-cell, plug/barrier-cell and reaches the end-cell.

The D-module has been installed in the west end-
cell of GAMMA 10/PDX. Because the D-module can be
moved up on the machine center axis and down to the
bottom of the vacuum chamber using the elevating sys-
tem shown in Fig. 1 (b), both divertor simulation and con-
ventional mirror plasma experiments can be conducted.
In a typical experiment, we use magnetoplasmadynamic
(MPD) arc jet-type plasma injectors for the first plasma
start-up, which are located in both ends of GAMMA
10/PDX [10]. In the D-module experiments, we only use
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the east-side MPD arc jet. ICRF heating is performed in
the central-cell and high-temperature plasma is generated.

The graph and detailed components of the D-module
are shown in Fig. 2. The D-module consists of a V-shaped
target system made of tungsten and is enclosed by a rect-
angular box made of stainless steel. In front of the box, a
plasma inlet aperture is installed. The angle of the target
plate (αv) varies from 15◦ to 80◦. Argon gas injection ports,
13 calorimeters to measure the heat flux from the end-loss
plasma flow and Langmuir probes are installed on the tar-
get plate. A calorimeter and probe pair is also installed at
the corner of the V-shaped target. Two spectrometers are
attached outside the end-cell vacuum vessel to view the
line emission in front of the V-shaped target. A H2 gas in-
jection port is also installed in the plasma upstream side of
the D-module, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).

Fig. 1 Schematic view of (a) the GAMMA 10/PDX vacuum
vessels and (b) west-end vacuum vessel and D-module
system.

Fig. 2 Image (a) of the D-module, (b) V-shaped target and
calorimeters on the lower surface of the target, (c) side
view of the D-module and the shape of the magnetic field
line and location of the H2 gas injection port.

3. Heat Flux Evaluation
The heat flux is measured with the calorimeter at-

tached on the V-shaped target is evaluated from the tem-
perature increments (ΔT [K]) of the stainless steel substrate
(ϕ 10 mm, 0.2 mm in thickness) before and after the plasma
discharge. We measure ΔT using a thermocouple and the
heat quantity Q J received by the substrate is

Q = mCΔT, (1)

where m is the mass of the stainless steel and C [J/kg K] is
the heat capacity. The measured heat flux is

P =
Q
tS

× 10−6 [MW/m2], (2)

where t is the plasma exposure time, S is the effective col-
lection area of the heat and S ′ is the substrate surface area.
The relation between S and S’ is

S = S ′ sin γ, (3)

where γ is the incident angle of the magnetic field lines to
the substrate.

4. Experimental Results and Discus-
sion

4.1 Distribution of heat flux
Thirteen calorimeters are installed in the Y and Z di-

rections on the target plate. As shown in Fig. 3, the align-
ment of the detectors consists of two arrays in the Y direc-
tion (Line (a) and Line (b)) and one array in the Z direction
(Line (c)). The spatial distribution of the heat flux on the
target plate was measured with the calorimeter under target
angle (αv) conditions of 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦.

Figures 4 and 5 show the spatial profiles of the heat
flux in the Y-direction at different Z positions (Lines (a)
and (b)). Data points connected with lines show the model
results determined by considering the magnetic structure
in the end-cell and incident angle γ. In the model, it is
assumed that the total heat flux depends on the ion energy
and particle density, which is inversely proportional to the
area of the flux tube along the Z direction and has Gaussian
distribution in the radial direction. It was found that each
heat flux profile in lines (a) and (b) peaks at Y = 0 and
decreases toward the Y direction. The calculation results

Fig. 3 Schematic view of the calorimeters array.
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Fig. 4 Heat flux distribution on line (a).

Fig. 5 Heat flux distribution on line (b).

are normalized at Y = 0. The close relation between these
results and the magnetic field line is confirmed; that is, the
end-loss plasma flows out according to the magnetic field
line structure because the magnetic flux tube in the end-cell
spreads radially toward the Z direction.

The heat flux has a steep profile around Y = 0 [cm].
This is owing to the shape of the magnetic flux tube and
incidence angle γ of the magnetic field line to the target.
The angle γ has a minimum at Y = 0. For example, for
αv = 30◦, γ is 25◦ and 80◦ at Y = 0 cm and Y = 5.7 cm,
respectively. The trends resemble the calculated values.

Figure 6 shows the spatial profile of the heat flux in the
Z direction and position coordinates of calorimeters for αv.
For a small angle αv (30◦), the observed heat flux is almost
flat, whereas for a large angle of αv (60◦), strong reduction
in the heat flux is observed near the plasma limiter located
at the inlet aperture. This can be attributed to the magnetic
flux tube that is scraped off by the plasma inlet aperture in
the case of a large angle. This trend does not appear in the
calculations as the inlet is not considered.

Fig. 6 Spatial profile of the heat flux in the Z direction and po-
sition coordinates of calorimeters corresponding to αv.

Table 1 Data for gas injection parameters.

4.2 Neutral gas injection
To increase the plasma density and enhance radiation

cooling in the D-module, hydrogen and argon gases are
injected during plasma exposure. Owing to the low con-
ductance of the gas introducing tube, the gases are injected
sub seconds before plasma ignition. The timing data for
the gas injection are listed in Table 1.

4.2.1 H2 gas injection
Figure 7 shows the heat flux distribution in the H2 gas

injection experiment. In this figure, the heat flux data mea-
sured on line (c) are plotted for the cases with and with-
out H2 gas injection for αv = 45◦. In this experiment, the
ICRF power is larger than that of the experiment shown
in Fig. 6, and the ECH is applied on the latter half of the
discharge. Consequently, the measured diamagnetism is
approximately three times higher than that in Fig. 6.

The heat flux decreases at all Z positions in the case
of H2gas injection. The difference in heat flux between the
case of H2 gas injection and without gas injection is en-
hanced in the downstream region of the plasma. The above
dependence is explained in the following manner. From the
electron density measurements using the Langmuir probes
during H2 gas injection, the electron density and temper-
ature in the upstream region are higher than those in the
downstream region, as shown in Table 2. Simultaneously,
plasma-neutral gas interaction is taking place around the
plasma upstream region, owing to the H2 gas injection in
the D-module. An area of ionization is created near the
plasma inlet aperture as the H2 gas uniformly fills the mod-
ule. Therefore, the heat flux in the penetrating ionization
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Table 2 Electron density and temperature with and without H2

gas.

Fig. 7 Heat flux distribution in the cases with and without H2

gas.

area is significantly reduced.

4.2.2 Ar gas injection
Figure 8 shows the heat flux versus plenum pressure

dependence of Ar gas on line (c). In this experiment, H2

and Ar gases are simultaneously injected for αv = 45◦.
The heat flux decreases at every position as the Ar

gas pressure increases. The ion flux is also measured us-
ing a Langmuir probe at the corner of the V-shaped target.
The ion flux decreases about a factor of four and the heat
flux decreases by three fifths owing to the Ar gas injection.
From the electron density measurement with the Langmuir
probes, which is nearest to the corner of the V-shaped tar-
get, the electron density is 1.6 × 1017 m−3 without Ar gas
and slightly reduced to 1.4 × 1017 m−3 with Ar gas. From
the reduction in the ion flux and electron density, it is esti-
mated that the flow velocity is reduced to 30% owing to Ar
gas injection. In the case of only H2 gas injection, charge
exchange is thought to dominate the dissipation mecha-
nisms of ion energy. However, in the case of simultaneous
injection of H2 and Ar gases, it is suggested that radiation
cooling is enhanced and the cooling of electrons is facili-
tated by Ar injection. A more quantitative evaluation will
be presented in the future.

Fig. 8 Heat flux vs. plenum pressure for line (c) in the Ar gas
injection experiment.

5. Summary
The spatial distribution of the heat flux along the target

plate was measured with calorimeters for target angle αv

of 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦. The heat flux decreased at all points
in the case that H2gas was injected at αv = 45◦. Under
simultaneous injection of H2andAr gases, the heat and ion
fluxes decreased with increasing Ar gas pressure. From
the results, favorable conditions for detached plasma were
obtained.
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